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suddenly and unexpectedly, but peacefully and without having gone through the
trials of a protracted illness~ There is no one who exercised a greater influence upon
the building up of his character than his mother, and to her he dedicates the above
hymn, knowing that though she died, her soul lives, For, as George Eliot says, she
has joined
the choir invisible
Of those immortal dead who live again
In minds made better by their presence: live
In pulses stirr'd to generosity,
In deeds of daring rectitude, in scorn
For miserable aims that end with self,
In thoughts sublime that pierce the night like stars,
And with their mild persistence urge man's search
To vaster issues.
H This is life to come,
Which martyr'd men have made more glorious
For us who strive to follow."

CI • • • •

We conclude with the poet's prayer:
"May I reach
That purest heaven, be to other souls
The cup of strength in some great agony,
Enkindle generous ardor, feed pure love,
Beget the smiles that have no cruelty,
Be the sweet presence of a good diffus'd,
And in diffusion ever more intense f
So shall I join the choir invisible
Whose music is the gladness of the world."

P. C.

NOTES AND BOOK REVIEWS.
Great philosophers have set the example of applying the horded inspiration
and culture of philosophic thought to the solution of the practical problems of
every-day life, and we have in this line, to mention only a few efforts, the famous
Medltations of Descartes, Fichte's Vocation cif Man, and his Addresses to the
German People. Much commendable activity in the same field has been exhibited,
too, by modern professors of philosophy, at least by such as seek to do more than
to reproduce mechanically in the brains of the present generation the thoughts
which have been handed down to them by the old. We have in mind, here, two instances which have been brought to our notice by recent pUblications. Prof. RuDOLPH EUCKEN of Jena, by his profound and zealous researches into the ways of
thought of the great intellectual leaders of mankind, and by his steady insistence
upon the points of view which have significance and worth for conduct, has done
much towards giving to the people a share of that salvation which springs from living over again the thoughts of the great creative minds of the world. As one of his
studies we have to mention his recent earnest and far-seeing jud.gment upon" Spiritual Man at the Close of the Nineteenth Century," published as a philosophical
meditation in the July, 1897, Deutsche Rundschau. It is creditable, too, that the
leading magazine of a great nation should in these commercial days find space in
its pages for matter which the world needs, not wants .... There has also recently
come to our hands a brochure by Dr. JOHANNES REHMKE on Present Culture in Its
Relation to PhilosoPhy (Heilbronn: E. Salzer, 80 pp.), which is deserving of no-

tice. Professor Rehmke has written an excellent brief history of philosophy and is
the author of a large work on formal psychology, so that he has brought a gQOd
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equipment to his task. Scores of like and equally worthy attempts might be cited.
In a popular but still loftier scale should be mentioned Pasteur's famous address on
the relations of a nation's science and thought to its worldly power and welfare
parts of which have been quoted by Tyndall in a Preface to one of his popular
works; and in a higher order, more applicable to thinkers themselves, but from
their simplicity intelligible to all, attention should be called to the beautiful remarks
of Helmholtz on the method and ways of research which were delivered by him
some time before his death at the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the beginning of his academic career. They are printed in pamphlet form with other
addresses delivered upon the same question, and we hope some time to be able to
publish them in The OPen Court.
flKpK.
"There are in the English language three elegiac poems," says Mr. Algernon
Charles Swinburne, "so great that they eclipse and efface all the elegiac poetry we
know." The three are Lycidas, Adonis, and lastly the Thyrsis of Matthew Arnold. The latter, together with the same author's Scholar-Gipsy, is now published
in delicate, attractive form in the Bibelot Series of Mr. Thomas B. Mosher, 45 Exchange St., Portland, Maine, for the unconscionable sum of five cents. The Bibelot
Series is given to the republication of the scintillant and lustrous gems of literature, and, barring a slight penchant to exoticism and exquisite superlativeness, it is
well performing its task and has conferred considerable obligations upon lovers of
good literature.
Matthew Arnold, while not affecting the unfathomable profundity in his poems
that Browning did, and while keeping his eyes steadily fixed upon the grave central
problems of life, still did not scorn at times to use the heavy, albeit beautiful,
weapons which the traditional classical ideal of poetry gave into his hands. That
he could do so and still be intelligible, not only redounds to his art but also insures
his fame. Take this from the Scholar-Gipsy, Glanvil's lonely Oxford student who
wandered through eternity waiting for the secret of the world to be revealed to him,
to reveal it in turn to men:
H

Thou waitest for the spark from heaven f and we,
Light half-believers of our casual creeds,
Who never deeply felt, nor clearly will'd,
Whose insight never has borne fruit in deeds,
Whose vague resolves never have been fulfill'd i
For whom each year we see
Breeds new beginnings, disappointments new;
Who hesitate and falter life away,
And lose to-morrow the ground won to-dayAh! do not we, wanderer! await it too? "

And this to Thyrsis:
4'

Yes, thou art gone I and round me too the night
In ever.. nearing circle weaves her shade.
I see her veil draw soft across the day,
I feel her slowly chilling breath invade
The cheek grown thin, the brown hair sprent with grey;
I feel her finger light
Laid pausefully upon life's headlong train,The foot less prompt to meet the morning dew,
The heart less bounding at emotion new,
And hope, once crushed, less quick to spring again."

The Billelot Senes is deserving of wide support. The November numbc;r if!
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Odysseus in Phaacia, as translated in the beautiful quatrains of J. W. Mackail.
The December number is The Death 0/ Marlowe by R. H. Horne.
T. J. McC.

The problem of writing well the Stories of the Sciences for juvenile instruction has long engaged the minds of educators, and some excellent attempts in this
direction have already been made. One effort has come to our notice and is
called the Storyland of Stars, by Mara L. Pratt (Educational Publishing Co.,
Boston, pp. 165) which since it was copyrighted in 1892, seems to have met with
some favor. The book is simply written. It tells the tale of astronomy by wellchosen specimens of striking research, particularly such in which the human interest is paramount, and it gives in a way which is pretty well adapted to childish
comprehension, a good deal of information about the starry heaveus. The illustrations represent such scenes as the Observatory of Tycho Brahe, the Accidental Discovery of the Telescope, a Shower of Shooting Stars, etc.; there is a portrait of
Tycho Brahe, pictures of the earth of the Vedic priests, resting on columns, of the
earth floating on water and held by roots, of the Hindu earth supported by elephants standing on a tortoise, of Plato's cubical earth, etc. There are pictures of
the moon and its phases, of the earth and the planets, of the famous egg which was
laid in Rome in 1680, bearing upon it the picture of the great comet which then
appeared, diagrams of the constellations and pictures from Greek mythology accompanying the stories on which the ancient and arbitrary arrangement of the
stars was based. Regarding the configuration of the stars in the firmament, much
information can be supplied to children from this book. There is no reason why
with a competent teacher and with a pleasant half-hour of consecutive star-gazing
for a number of evenings during the different seasons of the year, every child could
not be made perfectly acquainted with the chief features of the heavens and thus
a great amount of labor saved in future years, apart from the gain of wholesome educational amusement. There are a number of appropriate astronomical poems interspersed throughout the text, and one piece of Sunday-school cosmogony which
might better have been omitted.
fl."p".
To the same class of literature belong Murches's Science Readers, published by
Macmillan, New York, a series of lessons in natural science in which the main laws
of nature are discussed and experiments related that can easily be repeated by parents and kindergarten teachers. The language is very simple and adapted to children, but the book might have been better if it had not been cast in the form of
dialogues. The dialogues, however, are not between the teacher and children, but
between children alone, and Mr. Murche has actually succeeded in using the vocabulary of the child. Nevertheless, it appears to the reviewer that direct descriptions
... of the experiments and statements of facts would be preferable. If the book is intended for kindergarten teachers, they will do the padding as expressed in the dialogues, themselves; and if it is intended as a reader for the children themselves,
the directest method of information will always prove most welcome. The series
deserves a high recommendation, for there is scarcely anything of the kind in the
market that is better.
"Pt;.
One of the illustrations belonging to the last paragraph of p. 757 of the article
.. The Christian Conception of Death" was received too late to be inserted in the

last number of The Open Court, and we here reproduce it. It is the tombstone of
Eutro'pus, a_Christian_sarcophagus-maker.

The inscription reads: ArrOl: 9EO-
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l:EBEl: EYTPOIIOl: EN IPHNH. 'rIOl: EIIOIHl:EN.1 K. M. I. K. l:EP, which
means: .. The Saintly and God-fearing Eutropos. His son made it" (i. e., the
tombstone). The concluding letters are the date. Eutropos, assisted by an ap~IIOC· 9I;:OCEBe.C
E:YTPOnoC:EN IH\NH
Y IOC E[10IHC EN·K.· m·I·j(,cEn

THE TOMBSTONE OF EUTROPUS.

prentice, is represented at work. On the right hand stands the coffin, above it the
dove, the most common symbol on Christian tombstones. And on the left hand
stands a figure, probably his son, holding a vial.
The Practical Vegetarian Cookery of the Countess Constance Wachmeister
and Kate Buffington Davis (Theosophical Publishing Co., 65 Fifth Avenue, New
York, $1.00), contains 175 pages of excellent cooking and two pages of bad, superfluous philosophy. Since the latter, brief as it is, is not likely to be read, we have
no hesitation in heartily commending the book to all lovers of wholesome living. It
is difficult for anyone not a Theosophic devotee to take the literal significance of
the distinction between .. astral bodies" and their .. physical encasements" seriously, or the gross materialism involved in such statements as that the "astral bodies feed on the subtle emanations of the foods supplying nutriment to the physical
encasement." That gluttony and habitual, unceasing saturation of the body with
alcohol debases the soul, few doubt. But that the mechanism of the process is a
"feeding" of the" astral body," which we must conceive endowed with masticatory and digestive apparatus, upon the gaseous emanations of the physical organism, is unsound physiology-though countenanced by no less eminent a thinker
than Falstaff (1355-1415) in his famous apostrophe to sherris-sack. And as to that
other thesis of theosophy that the .. astral bodies" after death, by a sort of Archimedean principle of buoyancy, take their places in the astral atmosphere according to their specific gravity as induced by the relative density and grossness of
the foods engulfed by the .. physical encasements" in life, it is unsound mechanics; for many vegetarian dishes, e. g., pie, are heavier than meat. The eating of
eggs, too, is another antinomy in the philosophy of theosophic vegetarianism. If
the taking and devouring of life per se is bad, the taking and devouring of embryonic life is only quantitatively less bad. The potencies resident in a chicken's egg,
which need but a little warmth to blossom forth into a career of glorious splendor,
are blighted in their incipiency, with an utter disregard of the ethical possibilities
involved. One further slip. In one of the recipes (Chestnut Croquettes) three
teaspoonfuls of Maraschino are to be added. Divided among a family of eight physical encasements, each astral body will absorb, by osmosis, three-eighths of a teaspoonful of heavy, gross alcoholic fumes-not much by the current appreciation,
but sufficient to make a bubbly, tenuous body such as we conceive the astral body
to be, sag like a parachute to infernal depths in the astral planes. We hope this
discrepancy will be eliminated in the second edition. As for the rest, we wish the
book a wide circulation, which its culinary contents certainly deserve.-T. J. McC.
lEvcr~II.$ for Evcrcll>is. alld 'P>i"'l for .'p>l"'l'
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The attention of students of logic is to be called to a brief pamphlet of nineteen pages called the Logical Copula and Quantijication 0/ the Predicate, by
Edward Adamson. (London: David Nutt.)
Dante's Vision of God is a tastily bound pamphlet of thirty-three pages, written by Caroline K. Sherman. She says of Dante's poem that it is not mere fancy;
on the contrary, .. it is everlasting truth, proclaiming the reality of justice and
righteousness, declaring that the soul can find satisfaction only as it lives, moves,
and has its being in the eternal source of all good."
The Freidenker-Almanach for 1898 opens with a poem by Arthur Pfungst and
contains a collection of poems in which almost all the names of German-American
authors are represented. Of special interest is an article by Hermann Boppe on
the Diana Vaughan Comedy, a sensational denouement of the most barefaced inventions with which M. Leo Taxil excited both the Roman Catholics and the Free
Masons, until about a year ago this French buffoon, or fumiste, as he humorously
calls himself, openly confessed before the world that the whole story had been a
mere joke.
The Proceedings of the Society for Psychz"cal Research for July, 1897, contains a very curious and interesting article by Prof. W. F. Barrett on ., The Socalled Divining Rod." The data which Professor Barrett introduces are exhaustive and afford a strange insight into popular psychology. One would think the
matter hardly deserved serious consideration on any other score, but there are
doubtless some people who still do not think the use of the divining rod a survival,
and would attempt to penetrate into the mysterious connexion between the Y-shaped
branch of a tree and the existence of water and oil in the earth.

A brief manual of the history of Christianity is something that many people
are in need of, and Mr. J. H. Crooker of Troy has sought to supply this want in
the pUblication of a little book called The Growth of Christianity (Chicago:
Western Unitarian Sunday-School Society, pages 241, price 50 cents). Mr.
Crooker intends the book to be used as a Sunday-School manual for older classes,
but also commends it to the general reader. It emphasises the main features of the
development of Christianity from its origin to the present day. While aiming to be
nothing more than a compilation, it bears evidence of trustworthiness.
The Annual Literary Index (New York: Office of the Publishers' Weekly) is
of great value to librarians, literary workers, and journalists. As a reference book
of the year's literature it contains an index to periodicals, both American and English, an index to general literature, including chapter headings, etc., an author index, a list of American and English bibliographies published during the year, a
necrology, and an index to the dates of the principal events of the year. The
collaborators who have assisted the editors, Mr. W. J. Fletcher and Mr. R. R.
Bowker. in the compilation of the work, represent a large number of our foremost
libraries.
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A Story of Buddhist Psychology. By Paul Caruso Quaintly illustrated

in colors by eminent Japanese artists and printed on cr~pe paper. Extremely delicate.
A rare and dainty Christmas gift. (Just receivedfrom Japan.) Price, $I.OO. Supplementary to the same, a delicately colored, .exquisitely designed Nirvana poster (price,
25 cents).
KA~MA:

Third Oriental Art Edition.
Flexible Crepe Pa per.
Tied in Silk.
II Simply a gem. "-Presby/w,'an anti Reform<tI Rev.

HA thing of rare beauty,"
-Boston Da#y Advertiser.

.. The most typographically unique publication of
the season."-Journal and

A Story of Early Buddhism. By Paul Caruso
Says Count Tolstoi, who translated
the story into Russian, and hence in its
retranslations into French, German,
and English passed for its author:
"I deeply regret not only that such a
falsehood was allowed to pass unchall~nged. but also the fact that it really
was a falsehood, for I should be very
happy were I the author of this tale.
. . . It is one of the best products of
national wisdom and ought to be bequeathed to all mankind."
A Unique and Appropriate Present.
Price, 75 cents.

Press.

Delicate Colored illustrations by Famous Japanese Artists.
" Odd and elegant."Book and Newsdealer.
" Most fascinating book
of the year."-Tke Cklcago
Daily News.
"The drawings are very
charming and will repay
close study."-The Dial.
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A Tale of Hindu Life.

GOETHE AND SCHILLER'S XENIONS. Selected
and translated by Paul Caruso Printed in album
shape on heavy paper; edges all gold. Pages, 162.
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THE REDEMPTION OF THE BRAHMAN. By
Prt>/essor Richartl Garbe. Laid paper. Vegetable
parchment binding. Gilt top. Pages, 96. Price,
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ON THE OUTER RIM.
STUDIES IN

WIDER EVOLUTION.
CLOTH, 50 CENTS.

In this book, the author, Mr. George E. Wright, seeks to carry the
evolution-theory beyond the point where Darwin rested, tracing the lifeprinciple through all material forms, and dealing with psychic phenomena,
which, not being understood generally, are relegated to the border-land between science and occultism.
TABLE OF CONTENTS.
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The following are brief extracts from a few of the many newspaper reviews of tbe book:
"In compressing so vast a subject into so small a space the writer has necessarily constructed little
more than a skeleton, but the work is an earuest effort to draw attention to what the author esteems must
be the line along which the true progress of humanity will be achieved. "-Denver (Colo.) News.
"A delightful study in wider evolution is given in a little volume entitled' On the Outer Rim,' by
George E, Wright. This writer attempts to give the theories and advancement of the doctrine of evolution,
carrying it into development of the soul, and growth of human kind. There are some nine essays, and in
the last the author treats of the religion of the future and takes a very broad view, bringing together all the
deople of the earth and all the religions and sects, and denounces the narrowness of sectarianism. It is
well worth reading." -Indianapolis Sentinel.
"This is a study in the fascinating theory of evolution. It is exceeding well written, and discusses in a
pleasant way one of the great problems of the ages."-New Orleans Picayune.
" The students of to-day are inquiring not only the origin and history of life, but are patiently working
out the problems of the birth and growth of mind. In this little book many valuable suggestions are given
to the student in evolution in regard to the underlying forces of nature. "-Baltimor~ America",
" This book is an effort to condense in popular form some of the results thus obtained, as bearing upon
what may be termed the wider evolution; in which is included the mental and psychic, as well as the
strictly physical. development of the human race. "-Detroit Tribune.
U He (the writer) defines occultism as simply the true study of nature, in which there is no supematur..
alism, and which eventually leads man to the goal of wisdom and virtue."-San Jose (Cal.) Herald.
U Of the nine essays which form the chapters of this interesting work, the two 4 Origin of Religions,'
and • Religion of the Future,' are most instructive and entertaining. With true and broad-minded eloquence the subject is amplified."-Boston Globe.
•. Mr. Wright has made an interesting book, full of suggestive thoughts."-Ckicago Tribune •
.. Mr. Wright's definition of the occult is different from the idea conveyed by that much-abused word to
the popular mind. At tbe present stage of evolution we have two distinct qnantities, the known and the unknown. The known may be considered as contained within the boundaries of what we call science, the
unknown may be classed as occultism."-New Orleans Times·Democrat.

Alfred C. Clark, Publisher,
185 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

"The Religion of Science library is the best solid line of books in inexpensive editions now publishing in this country."-The Book and Newsdealer.

The R.eligion of Science Library.
A Collection of standard works of The Open Court Press, issued bimonthly. Yearly, $1.50; single numbers, IS, 25, 35, and 50 cents, according to size. The books are printed on good paper, from large type.
The Religion of Science Library, by its extraordinarily reasonable
price, will bring a number of important books within reach of all readers.
The following have already appeared in the series:
No. I. The ~ellgion of Science. By PAUL CARUSo 25 cents.
2. Three Introductory Lectures on the Science of Thought. By F. MAX MnLLER.
25 cents,
3. Three Lectures on the Science of Language. By F. MAX MnLLER. 25 cents.
4. The Diseases of Personality. By TH. RIBOT. 25 cents.
5. The Psychology of Attention. By TH. RIBOT. 25 cents.
6. The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms. By ALFRED BINET. 25 cents.
7. The Nature of the State. By PAUL CARUSo 15 cents.
B. On Double Consciousness. By ALFRED BINET. IS cents.
9. Fundamental Problems. By PAUL CARUSo Pages, 373. 50 cents.
10. The Diseases of the Will. By TH. RIBOT. 25 cents.
II. The Origin of Language, and The Logos Theory. By LUDWIG NOIRE. 15 cents.
12. The Free Trade Struggle In England. By GEN. M. M. TRUMBULL. 25 cents.
13. Wheelbarrow on the Labor Question. 35 cents.
14. The Oospel of Buddha. By PAUL CARUSo 35 cents.
15. Primer of Philosophy. By PAUL CARUSo 25 cents.
16. On Memory, and The Specific Energies of the Nervous System. By PROF.
EWALD HERING. 15 cents.
17. The ~edemptlon of the Brahman. A Novel. By R. GARBE. 25 cents.
lB. An Examination of Weismannism. By G. J. ROMANES. 35 cents.
19. On Oermlnal Selection. By AUGUST WEISMANN. 25 cents.
20. Lovers Three Thousand Years Ago. By T. A. GOODWIN. IS cents.
21. Popular Scientific Lectures. By ERNST MACH. 35 cents.
22. Ancient India: Its Language and ~ellgions. By H. OLDEN BERG. 25 cents.
23. The Prophets of Israel. By C. H. CORNILL. 25 cents.
24. Homilies of Science. By PAUL CARUSo 35 cents.
25. Thoughts on ~eligion. By G. J. ROMANES. 50 cents.
26. Philosophy of Ancient India. By RICHARD GARBE. 25 cents.
27. Martin Luther. By GUSTAV FREYTAG. 25 cents.
2B. English Secularism. By GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 25 cents.
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Contents:
THE ORIGIN OF BUDDHISM.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF BUDDHISM.
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•• Every religious man should study other
religions in order to understand his own religion; and he must try to trace conscientiously
and lovingly the similarities in the various
faiths in order to acquire the key that will
unlock to him the law of the religious evolution of mankind. "-From Author's Preface.

e....U.h.

The object of the Maha-BOdhi Society is .. to make
known to all nations the sublime teachings of the
BUDDHA, SAKYA MUNI," in accordance with his injunction:
.. Go ye, 0 Bhikkhus, and wander forth for the gain
of the many, the welfare of the many, in compassion
for the world, for the good, for the gain, for the welfare of gods and men. Proclaim, 0 Bhikkhus, the
doctrine glorious. Preach ye a life of holiness, perfect and pure."
The Journal o/'t"- Ma"a-BDdki Sodel)" as the representative of the Society, makes no distinction of
creed; it circulates in a1l countries of the world; all
interested in the propagation of religion are invited
to SUBSCRIBE.

Annually, $ •• 00. PostpaId. Speelman Copt.. on
Appllc:atlon.

THE MAHA..BODHI SOCIETY,
The Open Court Pub. Co.: Chicago.

~ Creek Row, CALCUTTA, INDIA.
Room 1350, 324 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Bibles of all Nations
OR

IDEALS OF LIFE
As taught in the sacred scriptures of the great religionsEgyptian, Hindoo, Parsee, Buddhist, Mohammedan, Jewish,
Christian,-70 pages, cloth and gold.

SECOND EDITION.

Compiled by ALFRED W. MARTIN,
PRICE

~

A Dainty Gift Book.

75 CENTS.

Sent postpaid by addressing

FREE CHURCH RECORD,
TACOMA, WASHINGTON.

Psychology and Philosophy.
The Monographs of Th. Ribot.
"The best statementS -concerning attention, personal.
ity, and will."
Journal of Education.

(I) Psychology of Attention.
(2) The Diseases OJ
Personality. (3) The Diseases of the Will. Cloth,
h P aper, 25 cen t s eac.
h F u 11 se,
t
75 cen t s eac.
cloth, $1.75.

Briefer Works by Max Mueller.
"The old fascination and Itill
riper wisdom."
Watchman.

(I) Three Introductory Lectures on the Science OJ
Thought. (2) Three Lectu;'es on-the-Science of Language. Cloth, 75 cents each. Paper, 25 cents.

By Alfred Binet.
.. An original and valuable contribution."
E.ening Journal.

On Double Consciousness. New Studies in Experimental Psychology. Pages, 93. Paper, 15
cents.

By Ludwig Noire.
"No Realon without Speech;
No Speech without Realon."

15

On the Origin of Language.
cents.

Pages, 57.

Paper,

By Ewald Hering.
.. A 'eritable little clauic."

On Memory, and the SPecific Energies oj the Nervous System. Pages, 50. Paper, 15 cents.

The Works of Paul Caruso
" A good introduction to the
study of philosophy."
The Scotsman.

(I) The Primer of Philosophy. A Simple and
Concise Exposition. Pages, 242. Cloth, $1.00.
Paper, 25 cents. (2) Fundamental Problems. A
More Exhaustive Philosophical Treatise. Pp.,313.
Cloth, $1.50. Paper, 50 cents. (3) The Soul of
Man. A Treatise on Physiological and Experimental Psychology. 125 Cuts. Pp.,458. Cloth, $3.00.

By the Same.
.. Very clear."

world'. Fair Lecture•.

The Nature of the State. Pages, 56. Paper, 15
cents.
(I) The Philosophy of the Tool. Pages,24' Paper,
illustrated cover, 10 cents. (2) Our Need of Philosophy. Pages, 14.' Paper, 5 cents. (3) Science a
Religious Revelation. Pages, 21. Paper, 5 cents.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., Chicago.

ALL WHO ARE INTERESTED IN JAPAN AND THE JAPANESE
SHOULD

~BAD

THE HANSEl ZASSHI.
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE IN ENGLISH
For Art, Custom, Religion, and Literature in Japan, Containing a
Summary Notice of Current Topics, Political,
Social, and Religious.

The First Number of the First Series Appeared in January Last.

Terms.-Single copies, 20 sen each, 6 pence for foreign countries;
annual subscription 2.20 yen, for foreign countries 6 shillings. Postage
free.-ADvERTISING: One page, 12 yen; half a page, 6 yen; one inch, 2
yen each insertion.
THE HANSEl ZASSHI
is absolutely the best, most complete, and most beautiful English magazine published in Japan.
It contains in every number several original, interesting articles on the
manners and customs, fine arts, literature, and religion of the Japanese
nation. It also gives comprehensive, trustworthy information on the political, social, and religious topics of the time.
As a magazine of artistic taste, it is unique. Besides being richly
illustrated with no fewer than thirty photo-engravings of celebrated sceneries, objects of art, etc., every number contains as the frontispiece a large
photo-engraving of a masterpiece of rare and permanent value by some
famous Japanese artist.
Widely read in Japan and throughout the Orient, it is indisputably the
best medium for advertisements.

OFFICE OF THE HANSEl ZAS5HI,
NUMBER

10,

NISHIKATA-MACHI, HONGO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN.

Important Pu b I ilea tilons.C
Scientifici Books.
THE ANALYSIS OF THE SENSATIONS.
By ERNST MACH, Professor of the History
and Theory of Inductive Science in the
University of Vienna. Pages, xi.~ 208.
Cuts, 37. Cloth, $1.25,
" .... Like everything he writes, a work of ge~
nius. "-Pro/. W. james, 0/ Ha1"Z'ard.
'i There is no work known to the writer which in
its general scientific bearing is more likely to repay
riclily thorough study. We are all interested in nature in one way or another, and our interests can
only be heightened and clarified by Mach's wonderfully original and wholesome book."-Prof, J. E.
Trevor in The Journal of' Physical Chemistry.

THE SCIENCE OF MECHANICS. CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL. By Prof- Ernst
Mack. Cuts, 250. Pages, 534. Half Morocco, $2.50.
"A remarkable work."-Nature.
"A masterly book. "-Engineering News.
"As a history of mechanics, the work is admirable."-Tke Nation.
"The book as a whole is unique and a valuable
addition to any library of science or philosophy."Prof, D. W. Hering in Science.
"Sets forth the elements of the subject with a
clearness, lucidity, and force unknown in the math..
ematical text-books."-Canadian Mining and Eng.
Review. -

Works on Ancient India.
ANCIENTuINDIA: ITS LANGUAGE AND RELIGIONS. By Pro/,. H. Oldenberg, of Kiel.
Pages, ix., no. Cloth, 50 cents; paper,
25 cents.
Contains (1) The Study of Sanskrit; (2) The Religion of the Veda; (3) Buddhism. A popular exposition by the foremost European authority.
"Matter divested of its technical form coming
from so eminent an authority is certain to :find a weI ...
come reception awaiting it at the hands of the man,Y
who are interestin~ themselves in Hindoo antiqulIlies at the present tlme. "-Chicago Trioune.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ANCIENT INDIA. By Pro/. Rickard Garbe. Containing (a) A Brief History of Indian Philosophy; (b) The Connexion between Greek
and Indian Philosophy; and (c) Hindu Monism. 12mo. Pp., 89· Cl., 50c; paper, 25C_
"The value of this little work as a contribution
to the history of philosophy may be justly termed
great. "-Baptist Union.
"Though the work is scholarly, it is written for the
general reader who need not have previously studied
the matter. "-Bookseller and Newsdealer.

The Works of Oen. M. M. Trumbull.
WHEELBARROW: ARTICLES AND DISCUSSIONS ON THE LABOR QUESTION. With Portrait of the author (Gen. Trumbull). Pages, 300. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.
"Written with vivacity and wit, and with a Cobbett-like terseness of English and felicity of iIIustration."-Home Journal, New York.

~eligious

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE. By Dr.
Paul Caruso Pages, 103. Extra edition,
paper, 50 cents; cheaper edition, 25 cents.
"The best and briefest possible popular exposition of, the scientific attitude towards the religious
sentiment that we have read."-New En/{land Magas;"".

THE IDEA OF GOD. By Dr. Paul Caruso
Fourth edition. Pages, 32. Linen cover,
15 cents.
" An efiort to purify our' Idea of God' that it may
be greater, sublimer, and more awe-inspiring to
future generations than it has ever been yet."Literar), World, London.

ENGLISH SECULARISM, A CONFESSION OF BELIEF. By George Jacob
Holyoake. Pages, xiii., 146. Cloth, 50
cents.

THE FREE TRADE STRUGGLE IN
ENGLAND. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. Pp. 296. Cloth, 75C; paper, 25c.
Mr. Edward Atkinson says: "This history ought
to be read by every man who desires to make up
his mind how to act in this country at the present
time."

and Ethical.
THOUGHTS ON RELIGION. By G. J.
Romanes, F. R. S. Third edition. Pages,
184. Cloth, $1.25. Paper, 50 cents.
"Will rank among the most valuable books the
century has produced."-Chicago Trioune.

THE ETHICAL PROBLEM. By Dr. Paul
Caruso Three Lectures Delivered at the
Invitation of the Board of Trustees before
the Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago.
Pp.,90. Cloth, 50 cents; ·paper, 30 cents.
It is shown here that our views of morality always
depend upon our view of life; every definition of
good presupposes a certain world-conception.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA. By Dr.
o Paul Caruso Fifth edition. Cloth, $1.00;
paper, 35 cents.

"George Jacob Holyo,!ke is a ~i.ncere, gifted, ~nd
scholarly thinker, and hlS exposltlon of secularlsm
Accepted as authoritative by numerous Buddhistic
will be read with interest by all followers of consects, and translated into Chmese and lapanese.
temporaneous movements."-Th. Ckica/{o Eveningl ; "Admirably fitted to be a handbook or the sinll.
PrJ.t.
I t reader or for classes."-The Critic, New York.
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American Academy of Political and Social Science
Founded Dec. 14. 1889
President, EDMUND J. J AWES.

Chartered Feb. 14, 1891

Corresponding Sec'y, H. R. SEAGER.

Treasurer,

STUART

WOOl).

A SELECTED LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
JUST READY.

Monographs on Current Topics

'Iwo New Works on Railways
The Administration of Prusslan Railroads. By Dr.
B. H. Meyer, of the University of Wisconsin. Price,
35 cents.
Current Transportation Topics. Second Part. By
Dr. Emory R. 'johnson. Price, IS cents.

Two New Monographs on Political
Theory
The Problems of Political Scienc:e. By Dr. Leo S.
Rowe. Price, 2S cents.
The Political Philosophy of Aristotle. By Prof.
Isaac Loos. Price, 2S cents.

A Great City Problem
The Shiftless and Floating City Population. By
E. T. Droine, Sec'y of the New York Charity Organization Society. Price. 25 cents.

Government in England and America
Administrative Centralization and Dec:entrallzatlon In England. By Dr. 'jam's T. Yo""r. Price.
25 cents.
An Examination of Bryc:e's American Commonwealth. A Study in American Constitutional Law.
By Prof. Edm..nd J. 'jamu. New Edition. Price,
25 cents.

The Theory of Economics
The Philosophical Basis of Economics. By Prof.
Sid"ey Sh,rwood. A Reply to the Sociologists.
Price, 35 cents.
Cost and Utility as Determinants of Value. By
Ca ..l St ..
A Criticism of the Austrian School.
Price, 2S cents.

OnJ,...

Education and Citizenship
The Plac:e of the Political and Social Scienc:es In
Modem education. By Prof. E. 'j. 'james. Their
bearing on the training for citizenship in a free
state. Price, 2S cents.

Railway Poolin&,. By Hon. Martin A. Knapp. Price,
25 cents.
Recognition of Cuban Belligerency. By Prof. A. S.
HersAeJI. Price, IS cents.
Law-Making by Popular Vote. By Ellis P. Ob,,,...
holt.,.. , Ph. D. Price, 25 cents.
National and State Banks. By Hon. Hor..", White.
Price, 25 cents.
The Immigration Question. By U. S. Commissioner 7. H. Se1lneY. Price, 25 cents.
Uniform Stste Legislation. By F. 'j. SUmson, Esq.
Price, 3S cents.
The Use of Sliver as Money In the United States.
By Prof. A. B. Woodford. Price, 35 cents.
Postsl Savings Banks. By Edw. T. HO'n, Esq.
Price, 25 cents.
How to Save Bimetallism. By Due tie NORilles.
Price, 15 cents.
Standard of Deferred Payments. By Prof. Edwa ..d
A. Ross. Price, IS cents.
Money and Bank Credits In the United States. By
Henry W. Williams, Esq. Price, 2S cents.
Pacific Railway Debts. By R. T. Colb ...... , Esq.
Price, 25 cents.
Industrial Servlc:es of the Railways. By Prof. E.
R. 'joh"so". Price, 25 cents.
Reasonable Railway Rates. By H. T. Neweomo.
Esq. Price, 25 cents.
The Problems of Municipal Oovernment. By E.
L. Godkin, Esq. Price, 25 cents.
Our Failures In Municipal Oovernment. By Gamaliel B ..a<Vord, Esq. Price, IS cents.
Home Rule for Our American Cities. By Dr. Ellis
P. Ob,..holts,... Price, 25 cents.
Nicaragua Canal and the Monroe Doctrine. By
Prof. L. M. K,asb.". Price, 25 cents.
Nicaragua Canal and the economic Development
of the United states. By Prof. E. R. 7oh ...on.
Price, 15 cents.

Persons interested in the promotion of the political and social sciences are eligible for membership in the
Academy. The annual membership fee is '5.00. The publications of the A"ademy in the
form of the Annals are sent to each member free of charge. A full account
of the Academy and its work will be sent on application.
Complet, eatalortU 0/ OV'" 200 pn!Jlt'ctltiofls

0"

politi"al, social, and .eo".",i" topics also s,nt on ap;lieatio,..

AIERICAN ACADEIY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, Station B, Philadelphia

Darwin and After Darwin.
AD EzposltloD of the DarwlDlan Theory aDd a DiscussloD of Post-DarwlDlan Questions.

By GEORGE JOHN ROMANES, LL. D., F. R. S.
PART I. The Darwinian Theory. Pp. xiv.
PART II. Post - Darwinian Questions.
460. 125 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Heredity and Utility. Pp., xii, 344.
With Portrait of Darwin. Cloth, $2.00.
With Portrait of Romanes. Cloth, $1.5 0 .
"A brilliantly written work." r-Review of Revz'ews.
"The best single volume on the general subject
since Darwin's time."-Amerlcan Naturalist.
U The most lucid and masterly presentation of the
Darwinian theory yet written."-Public Opinion.
"The best modern handbook of evolution. "-The
Nat-ion.

.. The clearest and simplest book that has appeared in the sphere of the problems it discusses."
-Chicago Dz'al~
.. Contains the ripest results of deep study of the
evolutionary problem...• No student of the subject
can afford to neglect this last volume of Romanes."
-Bibliotkeca Sacra.

PART III. Post-Darwinian Questions. Isolation and PhysiolOgical Selection. Pp.,
181. With Portrait of Mr. Gulick. Cloth, $1.00. (Just Published.)
The three volumes of Darwin and After Darwin Supplied to One Order for h.oo net.

The Primary Factors of Organic Evolution.
Cuts, 121.

By PROFESSOR E. D. COPE.
Pages, 550. Tables, Bibliography, Index.

Cloth, net, $2.00.

"Will stand as the most concise and complete exposition of the doctrines of the Neo-Lamarckian
school hitherto published. A most valuable text-book for teachers and students."-Science, N. Y.
"A work of unusual originality. No one can read the book without admiring the intimate knowledge
of facts and the great power of generalisation which it discloses."-Prof. J. McK. Cattell.

An Examination of Weismannism.
By GEORGE JOHN ROMANES.
With Portrait of Weismann, and a Glossary of Scientific Terms.
Pages, ix. 221. Cloth, $r.oo. Paper, 35 cents.

Thoroughly Indexed.

U The best criticism of the subject in our language."-Tke Outlook, New York .
.. The reader of this work will appreciate from this discussion, better than from the writings of Weismann himself, the significance of the final position adopted by Weismann."-Science.

On Germinal Selection
As a Source of Definitely Directed Variation.

By AUGUST WEISMANN.
Pages, xii, 61. Paper, 25 cents.
"Professor Weismann considers this one of the
most important of all his contributions on the evolu·
tion problem: .••. important as marking some fun·
damental changes in Weismann's position."-Sci.
ence, New York.
"Forms the crown and capsheaf of Weismann's
celebrated theory of heredity."-Exchange.

The Psychic Life of MicroOrganisms.
By DR. ALFRED BINET.
Authorised Translation. Pp., xii, 120. Cloth,
75 cents. Paper, 25 cents.
It M. Binet is a savant of high standing who has
done, and is dOing, admirable work in psychology."
-Prof. G. J. Romanes.
II His work in this department is clear and solid."
-Francis R. Galton.
..

-----On Orthogenesis (Definite Evolution)

Or the Impotence of Darwinian Selection In the Pormatlon of Spe<:les.

By TH. EIMER, Professor of Zoology in the University of Tiibingen.
Pages, drca 60. Illustrations of Butterflies. (In Preparation). Price, paper, 25 cents.
Send stamp for our descriptive Biological Circular, containing a resum' of all the work done in Biology
by The Monist and The Open Court, together with the portraits of eminent Biologists.
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Contents of No. CCXV., July, IB97.
THE TELL-EL-AMARNA-LETTERS.

J.

M. P. Metcalf

How TO PROMOTE THE STUDY OF GREEK.

H.A. Scomp
G. Johnson

THE COSMOGONY OF GENESIS AND I'rS REeOROIL·

H. Morton

ERS.

FURTHER STUDIES ON THE BLOODY SWEAT OF

W. W. Keen

OUR LORD.

THE IDEA OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD.
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EVOLUTION THEORIES AND CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES.

W. lJ.. Mackenzie

J.Monroe

JOSEPH AS A STATESMAN.

J.

IMPROVED HOMES FOR WAGE-EARNERS.

Contents of No. CCXVI., October, IB97.
EARLY RELIGION OF THE HINDUS.

A

H.Mag-oun

SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF THE BOOK OF

W. R. Betteridge

ZECHARIAH.

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CAMBRIDGE PLA-

F.

TONISTS.

J. Powick.

AN EXAMINATION OF ROYCE'S RELIGIOUS ASPECT

E. S. Ca1'1'

OF PHILOSOPHY.
SOCIAL EVOLUTION AND THE CHURCHES.

H.Davies

THE INCARNATION AS A PROOF' OF' THE DOCTRINE

1'. C. H. Wend.l

OF THE KENOSIS.

THE CHURCH FATHERS OK THE NATURE OF PROP-

H. H. Swa,'n
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S. C. Bartlett

KNCBTEL'S HOMER.

THE TAXATION PROBLEM IN CHICAGO.
THE NEW SAYINGS OF JESUS.

E. W. Bemis

G. Fr.de";ck Wright

Contents of No. CCXVII., January, 1898.
THE ARCHJBOLOGY OF BAPTISM.

H. Osgood

GILEAD AND BASHAN; OR, THE PRotBMOSAIC MANASSITE CONQUEST.

H. Hayman

EARLY RELIGION OF' THE HINDUS.

E. H. Byington
THE SOCIAL FAILURE OF CITIES.

Mrs. Henry Wade Rogers

DOES A LITERAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SONG
OF SONGS REMOVE ITS CHARACTER AS SCRlP~
TURE?

S. I. Curtiss

H. W.Magoun

JONATHAN EDWARDS AND THE GREAT AWAKENING.

LAW AND LAWLESSNESS.
CIVIC REFORM.

C. B. Wilcox
Z. S. Holbrook

Semitic, Critical, Sociological Notes, and Book Reviews in each Number.
800 pp. Three Dollars a Year; 75 Cents a Number.
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New Scientific Publications
DARWIN, AND AFTER DARWIN.

AN EXPOSITION OF THE DARWINIAN

THEORY AND A DISCUSSION OF POST-DARWINIAN QUESTIONS.

By the late George Jokn Romanes, M. A., LL. D., F. R. S., Honorary
Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge.
Part III. Post-Darwinian Questions. Isolation and Physiological Selection.
Pages, 181. 8vo. Price, $1.00. With Portrait of Mr. G. T. Gulick.
., The best single volume [Part I.] on the general subject that has appeared since Darwin's time. "-American Naturalist.
POPULAR SCIENTIFIC LECTURES.

By Ernst Mack, Professor in the University of Vienna.
Second Edition. Revised and greatly enlarged. 8vo.
Cuts, 50. Price, $1.00 net .

Pages, 382.

•'Has scarcely a rival in the whole realm of popular scientific writing. "-Boston Traveller.

N. B.-For other new books see the advertisement "Holiday Gift-Books."

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., Chicago.

THE AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN
AND

ORIENTAL JOURNAL.
Published and Edited by STEPHEN D. PEET, Chicago, III.
Bi-Monthly. Price, '4.00 Per Year.
This magazine begins its 20th volume with January 18gS. The various departments represented by associate editors are as follows:
EOVPTOLOOV. by REV. WM. C. WINSLOW, D.D., LL.D., of Boston, Mass., Sec},. of the Egypt Explora·
tion Fund. PALESTINE. by T. F. WRIGHT, of Cambridge, Secy. of the Palestine Ex. Fund.
INDIAN LlNOUI5TICS. by A. S. Gatschet, PH. D., Washington, D. C.
MVTHOLOOV and FOLKLORE. by JAMES DEANS, of British Columbia.
THE NORTH-WEST COAST. by HON. JAS. WICEERSHAM, Tacoma, Wash.
EUROPEAN ARCHJEOLOOV. by Dr. D. G. BRINTON, Philadelphia, Pa.
POLVNESIA and AUSTRALIA. by J. G. FRASER, LL. D., Sidney, Australia.
The department of Comparative Religions and Mythology is very prominent. The Book Reviews embrace nearly all the books that are published on Archalology and History, including many on Oriental and
Classical Antiquities, Mythology, Comparative Religions, and other topics.
The editor is also publishing a series of works on PREHISTORIC AMERICA under the following titles:
No. I. THE MOUND BUILDERS AND THEIR RELICS. No. II. ANIMAL EFFIGIES AND EMBLEMATIC MOUNDS.
No. III. MYTHS AND SYMBOLS, OR ABORIGINAL RELIGIONS. No. IV. ARCHMOLOGICAL RELICS, OR ART IN THE
STONE AGE. No. V. CLIFF DWELLINGS AND RUINED CITIES.
Each volume contains about 400 pages and is fully illustrated. Price for each volume, sold separately,
'3.50, or '15.00 for the set. Address

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN Office, Chicago, Ill.

ARE REPRESENTED IN ITS PAGES.

THE LIVING AGE

Reproduces without abridgment the ablest
---------...;...--', articles from the Leading British reviews,
magazines and weekly literary and political journals in every department
of Literature; also TRANS LATlONS from the French, Oerman, Russian,
Spanish, Italian and other Continental Sources.
ENLA~ED by the addition of a Monthly Literary Supplement, containing Readings from
_ _ _ _ _ American Magazines, Readings from New Books, a List of Books of the Month.

"AN [POCH-MAKING STORY."

"WITH ALL HER HEART."

From the French of M. Relle Bazin.

Arrangements have been made for the SERIAL PUBLICATION of a
TRANSLATION, made expressly for THE LlVINO AOE, of this famous
novel. The first instalment appears in the number of Nov. 6, and it will
be continued weekly for several months until completed.
This novel, In its recent presentation
In the REVUE DES DEUX MONDEB,
aroused the greatest Interest, attracting
the attention of Utterateurs both In
France and England. A vivid portrayal
of Ufe In a French Industrial town, it Is
Interesting aUke as a soelal study, and
as a realistic, yet delicate story of
modern Ufe.

Its literary and ethlcal quaUties are
so unusual that LES ANNALES LITTER·
AIRES ET POLITIQUES described It as
"An Epoch-Making Story."
THE LONDON ATHENlEUM characterIzes it "a work of fine and searching
analysis, full of charm, and redolent of
a perfume which Is exquisite and possesses no dlsq uleting element."

DURlNfi THE YEAR. other translations from the best writers will appear from
time to time, with serial or short stories by the Leading British Authors.

G
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s

Pree

"WITH ALL HER HEART."
To all New Subsc:rfbers to The LIving
Age for 1898, will be sent Free the eight
numbers Of 1897 containing the first In.
stalments of

"WITH ALL HER HEART."

Choicest----

Literature at Club Prices.
For $9.00 THE LIVING AGE and any $4.00
Magazine (or Harper's Weekly or Bazar)
sent for a year; or, for $8.00 THE LrvING AGE and Scribner'S magazine_

Published Weekly at 86.00 a Year, poetpald.

THE LIVING AGE

co.

SiBille Vopie. 13 ete.
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Philosophical and Psychological Portrait' Seri~
PROSPECTUS.
The Open Court Publishing Company contemplates the publication of a selected series
of large-sized portraits of the world's philosophers and of representati~sychologists, suitable for framing (II x 14 in.) and hanging in public and private librarres;'b~ies, seminaries, recitation and lecture rooms. The portraits will be takenfrom the b§st sources, and
will be high-grade photogravures.
As the preparation of so large a number of plates is very expensive, it will be impossible
to offer the portraits at the moderate price given below unless a certain number of subscriptions is guaranteed in advance. All wl:w are interested in the proposed series, therefore, are
requested to communicate at once with the pubNshers and after examination ofa specimen .
portrait, invited to subscribe at the earliest moment possible. The terms will\i6,)founq ,be- ,
low. The list which has been divided for convenience into two parts is as follows:
;ty,.:v-~'

Philosophical:
PYTHAGORAS
SOCRATES
PLATO
ARISTOTLE
EPICTETUS
THOMAS AQUINAS
ST. AUGUSTINE
DUNS SCOTUS _
GIORDANO BRUNO
BACON

HOBBES
DESCARTES
MALEBRANCHE
SPINOZA
LOCKE
BERKELEY
HUME
CONDILLAC
DIDEROT

CABANIS
MAINE DE BIRAN
BENEKE
G. E. MUELLER
E. H. WEBER
FECHNER
HELMHOLTZ
WU !\I DT

HERING
AUBERT
MACH
STUMPF
MUNK
EXNER
WERNICKE
BASTIAN

LEIBNITZ
WOLFF
KANT
FICHTE
SCHELLING
HEGEL
SCHOPENHAUER
HERBART
FEUERBACH

.LOTZE
REID
DUGALD STEWART
SIR W. HAMILTON
COUSIN
COMTE
ROSMINI
JOHN STUART MILL
HERBERT SPENCER

Psychological:
STEINTHAL
BRENTANO
BAIN
SULLY
WARD
C. L. MORGAN
ROMANES
PAUL JANET

, RIBOT
_ . .i·- TAINE

FOUILLEE
BINET
WILLIAM JAMES
G. STANLEY HALL
G. T. LADD

(Subject to alterations.)

To Subscribers:
The total number of portraits in the above list is 68. Those who wish a spedal!Psychological Series may add to the 31 psychologists enumerated in the second part of the above
list any three names from the first part.
Those who wish a spedal Philosophical Series may substitute any of the names in the
second list for any names in the first.
TERMS - For both series (68 portraits) on regular paper, $7-50/ on heavy, Imperial
Japanese paper, $II.OO.
For either series alone (i. e., a selection of 34 portraits) on regular paper, $5.00; on
heavy, Imperial Japanese paper, $7.00.
Single portraits 25 cents.
For subscribers who may prefer not to frame the portraits, a neat portfolio wjJl be pro~"
vided at a cost of 50 cents additional.
Send 5C. stamp for specimen flortrait.
"We trust that the very reasonable price of the series, and the value of the work already
done in this direction by The Open Court Publishing Company, will secure a sufficient number of subscriptions to lead them to publish the series, and to follow it as they suggest with
series of mathematicians, physicists, biologists, etc."-Sciel1ce, N. Y.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.,

CHICAGO,
324 Dearborn St.

